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Yuvan Shankar Raja Music Tu Thappallam is an upcoming Indian Tamil. Chiranjeevi (son of
late superstar) and Shruti Haasan. Watch Yuvan Shankar Raja Movie Songs Free Download:
Video about Yuvan Shankar Raja download mp3 song: Download Yuvan Shankar Raja mp3
songs Chennai Express – Full Movie. Vijay Movies – Yuvan Shankar Raja Official Trailers: All
film reviews, plot details, songs, release date, cast and crew for Chennai Express. Chennai
Express Latest Movie Release: Will it work out for Vijay and Jiiva's 'Chennai Express' in a film
partnership with Vijay's partner Dinesh, whose film Romeo Juliet with Karan anujan's 3-Movie
Collection: There is no other film with a name like Chennai Express that can beat it in terms of
storytelling. The story of the movie revolves around 3 ex-convicts who are on the run, having
been released after serving their jail terms. 2 months after the release of the film, the ex-
convicts meet ex-girlfriend of one of them Sanju. One of them proposes a group song for his
newly launched company, and bring together the 3 ex- convicts who had lost their lives for the
crime. A look back at some of the best scenes from the movie. Once they agree, Nikhil and
Sanju go to meet the ex-girlfriend, but Sanju gets killed while trying to get her to agree to do
the song. Sunil is devastated by the loss of Sanju and Vardhan is left in a financial trouble as
the song company is losing money due to Sanju's death. In the closing scenes of the movie, a
gang of goons are seen chasing Vijay to settle scores. Little do they know that he is running to
the rescue of Kumar and the two escape to safety. Later in the movie, the two come across a
goon who has Sanju's bracelet. I have heard both the songs which was composed by Yuvan.
The song I liked most is the song, Chakka Odi Virundhuttam composed by Yuvan. The song was
awesome and was sung by Yuvan in a very good voice. Chakka Odi Virundhuttam: Adi Thadi
Singam Download Full Movie Songs free. Chakka Odi Virundhuttam
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